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Name: Date:

Good as in "Pleasant or Fine" 
Multiple Choice
To whom will ye liken me, and make me equal, and compare me, that we may be 
like? - Isaiah 46:5

A number of definitions are listed. Below each definition are 4 words that may match 
the definition. Print the letter of the word which matches the definition in the space 
provided by each definition.

1. worthy of high praise

A. choice   B. splendid   C. commendable   D. stupendous

C

2. meeting requirements

A. select   B. satisfactory   C. admirable   D. first-class

B

3. -superior eminence, rank, or dignity; distinguished, conspicuous, or worthy of note above 
others

A. select   B. first-rate   C. splendid   D. super-eminent

D

4. having great material or monetary value especially for use or exchange

A. first-class   B. valuable   C. choice   D. exceptional

B

5. giving pleasure or satisfaction

A. satisfying   B. super-eminent   C. splendid   D. first-rate

A

6. deserving of the highest esteem or admiration

A. admirable   B. marvelous   C. select   D. favorable

A

7. having great beauty and splendor

A. excellent   B. exceptional   C. splendid   D. super-eminent

C

8. being or having the character of a miracle

A. exceptional   B. favorable   C. satisfying   D. marvelous

D

9. of superior grade

A. first-rate   B. favorable   C. excellent   D. choice

D

10. surpassingly good

A. admirable   B. superb   C. reputable   D. choice

B

11. so great in size or force or extent as to elicit awe

A. first-rate   B. valuable   C. stupendous   D. acceptable

C

12. of the highest quality

A. first-class   B. valuable   C. reputable   D. superb

A
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13. occurring at a convenient or suitable time

A. excellent   B. first-class   C. favorable   D. valuable

C

14. having a good reputation

A. satisfactory   B. reputable   C. satisfying   D. prime

B

15. of the highest quality

A. first-class   B. superb   C. reputable   D. excellent

D

16. worthy of acceptance or satisfactory

A. excellent   B. prime   C. acceptable   D. superb

C

17. selected or chosen for special qualifications

A. prime   B. satisfactory   C. stupendous   D. select

D

18. deviating widely from a norm of physical or mental ability; used especially of children below 
normal in intelligence

A. commendable   B. favorable   C. exceptional   D. acceptable

C

19. of the highest quality

A. first-rate   B. admirable   C. superb   D. marvelous

A

20. used of the first or originating agent

A. acceptable   B. prime   C. commendable   D. stupendous

B


